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1, Project Height and Area:

The Zhengzhou Greenland Plaza Project is a mixed use development consisting of a 250
meter 56 story office/hotel tower, and a 5 story podium building containing retail space,
restaurants, hotel ballroom and conference functions.
29,182 m2, Total above grade area is approximately

The site area is approxi mately
186,000 m2. The tower contains

approximately 87,000 m20f office space and 49,000 m2 of hotel space. Level 4 contains
hotel amenity functions and is connected by a bridge to the hotel ballroom and
conference areas in the adjacent podium building, The podium retail area of 40,000 m2
will be interconnected by a six-story atrium.

2, HVAC System Description:

The project has two separate heating plants; one serves the hotel with associated podium
area, the other serves the office/retail podium.

Each plant has independent forced draft

packaged steam boilers, Shell and tube heat exchangers, constant speed primary and
variable speed secondary hot water pumps provide hot water to the tower and podium,

The project has two separate refrigeration plants; one serves the hotel with associated
podium area, the other serves the office/retail podium,

Both plants are located in

basement mechanical rooms and consist of multiple electric centrifugal chillers,
Constant speed condenser water pumps and constant speed primary and variable
speed secondary chilled water pumps provide chilled water to the tower and podium.

Two separate multi-cell packaged variable speed cooling towers are located on the roof
of the podium, The office cooling tower has 20% additional capacity for future special

tenant equipment.

Capped condenser water connections are provided at each office floor

for this use.

The office and conference rooms have 4-pipe horizontal fan coils units for the exterior
spaces and two-pipe fan coil units for the interior spaces to provide heating and cooling.
The outdoor air is provided by a 100% outside air handling system. Each system
includes filters, tight shut-off air intake damper, fan, motor, variable speed drive, chilled
and hot water coils, stainless steel drip pan, trapped condensate drain, access doors,
humidifier, energy recovery wheel, and controls. The Hotel meeting and spa rooms have
similar systems. Each meeting room has its own local thermostat.

The hotel guest rooms have outside air ducted into each guest room from a similar
outside air system. Four-pipe fan coil units provide heating and cooling for each guest
room. Retail areas are provided with provisions for outside air intake, exhaust operiings,
valved and capped chilled and hot water connections.

Individual tenant will provide fan

coil and/or air conditioning systems as required for their spaces.

Individual constant or variable air volume air handling systems are provided for all the
special use areas: Ballrooms, Prefunction, Executive Lounge, Indoor Swimming Pools,
Restaurants, and Kitchens.

3. Energy Consuption:
The tower's exterior facade features high performance glass, whose precise temperature
control allows for greater occupant comfort throughout the leased area. Additionally, the
hotel atrium offers an excellent condition for natural sunlight to penetrate the space. A
heliostat maximizes the visible daylight by tracking the position of the sun. The high
performance exterior wall, utilizes Low "E" glass ~nd sun shading devices to maximize

daylight while minimizing heat gain or heat loss into the space, The tower also uses an
exhaust/relief air recovery enthalpy wheel. Energy consumption is designed to be 20%
below ASHRAE 2007,

4. Indoor Air Quality:

Carbon Dioxide or Indoor Air Quality sensors, sample indoor air and control the outside
air intake amount.

Local operable windows and climate controls provide for individual

guest room comfort.

5, Innovations:
In addition to the Hotel Atrium being used to maximize day-lighting, it is also used to
allow natural ventilation of the hotel.

When the outside conditions are appropriate,

outside air will be introduced to cool the atrium and the immediate surrounding space,
Air will be introduced at the bottom of the atrium, utilizing the thermal shaft effect, and is
relieved from the top of the building,

Local operable windows and climate controls

provide for individual guest room comfort,

Outside air required for ventilation and

cooling will be introduced into the atrium,

Excess air in the building is either using stack

effect or is mechanically relieved from the top of the building,

The position of the openings with regard to the incoming wind location was studied, It
was determined that when a 10m2 opening was aligned with a 4.5 m/s wind, the natural
ventilation rate of the atrium would be 100,800 m3/h.

When the same opening is shifted

to a 45° angle to the wind, the ventilation rate would drop to 20,736 m3/h, The location
and size of the opening would have to be adjusted to maintain proper temperature and
airflow in the Atrium,
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3D SHADING ANALYSIS
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Exterior Wall Sections

Shading Device Model

Object Attributes
Percentage Shaded
Annual 300 MM Fin

Object Attributes
Percentage Shaded
Annual 300 MM Fin
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